In some luminous supersoft X-ray sources, hydrogen accretes onto the surface of a white dwarf at rates more-or-less compatible with steady nuclear burning. The white dwarfs in these systems therefore have a good chance to grow in mass. Here we review what is known about the rate of Type Ia supernovae that may be associated with SSSs. Observable consequences of the conjecture that SSSs can be progenitors of Type Ia supernovae are also discussed.
Although the candidacy of CBSSs thus sounds promising, there are problems as well. In fact, the very features that allow the mass transfer rate to be high enough to be compatible with steady nuclear burning, the fact that the donor may be more massive and also slightly evolved, also makes the candidacy of CBSSs as Type Ia supernova progenitors somewhat problematic. This is because these same features tend to be associated with unstable mass transfer, so that many of the candidate systems risk a common envelope that would likely end the phase of steady accretion onto the white dwarf.
In this paper we will not be able to resolve the uncertainties. Instead we will attempt to clearly delineate them and the steps (both in rate computations and other tests of SSS models) that can be taken to narrow them.
Defining the Relevant Rates
It is important to clearly delineate thephysical processes whose rateswewould liketo compute. Thefirsthypothesis wewouldliketo testis that theevolution ofSSSs canleadto a rateofChandrasekhar-mass explosions consistent withthe rateofobserved TypeIasupernovae. Inthisscenario, aC-O white dwarf accretes hydrogen from a companion in either a close-binary supersoft source (CBSS) or a wide-binary supersoft source (WBSS). The hydrogen burns to helium, but is likely to burn through to heavier elements before a helium mantle can develop.
Thus, if the white dwarf started with an initial mass less than -,_ 1.2Mo, we are likely to witness a "classic" Chandrasekhar-mass Type Ia supernova explosion of a C-O white dwarf.
A second hypothesis
we would like to test is that SSSs could lead to sub-Chandrasekhar-mass explosions.
Presumably, this would require that a significant helium mantle would be able to develop, and may therefore be unlikely.
Nevertheless
we keep track of the numbers of systems in which the white dwarf accretes as much as -_ 0.2M_.
A third hypothesis, is that the explosions are actually triggered in CBSSs
and WBSSs in which the binary evolution breaks down, and a common envelope ensues, leading to the merger of the white dwarf with the core of the donor.
If the donor has a helium core at the time the common envelope commences, then the merger might lead to something like a sub-Chandrasekhar explosion.
If, however, the donor has a C-O core (as could be the case for WBSSs), then the merger process could possibly produce a composite object with mass greater than or equal to Mc.
In practice, we find that events of all three types are associated with the SSSs asProgenitors ofType Ia Supernovae 5 stabilitywhenD passes through zero and/or is negative. In general D can be written as .A +/3B. If D is negative for all/3 > 0, we will say that the system is in class I; systems in class I cannot be evolved using the standard formalism.
A system will be said to be in Class II if there is a value of/3 = /3c,.it, such that 7) is positive only for/3 </3c,-it; the evolution of systems in class II can be started, but will fail as the rate of mass transfer increases, if/3 becomes equal to or exceeds /3crit. A system will be said to be in Class III if D is positive for all values of/3 < 1; systems in class III can be evolved from start to finish.
Using as input the systems that emerge as CBSS candidates from the population synthesis study of RDS, DNLWR found the following statistics.
(1) Across a range of assumptions about the properties of primordial binaries and the value of a, the common envelope ejection factor, the rate at which CBSS candidate systems are formed in a galaxy such as our own is ,,_ 0.5-1.0 per century. This is just _ 2 -3 times as large as the rate of Type Ia supernovae inferred from observations.
The rate at which WBSS candidates are formed is more sensitive to input assumptions about a, but can be comparable to the CBSS formation rate.
(2) Across the same range of assumptions, we found that between 45 -72% of all CBSS systems were in class I and therefore could not be evolved. Between 10 -20% of all systems were in class II; their evolution crashed sometime after beginning, generally as the system approached the steady nuclear burning region.
Between 17 -36% of all systems were in class III and could therefore be fully evolved. The story these statistics tell is somewhat more damning than may be obvious at first, since the systems in class III typically either have a mass ratio, q = m/M (where m is the mass of the donor and M is the mass of the white dwarf), that is small (i.e., not much greater than unity), or else contain donors that are not very evolved. The associated mass transfer rates therefore tend to be small; the system does not spend much time in the steady nuclear burning region, and the white dwarf does not grow significantly. Thus, even though (and in some sense because) systems in class III can be followed, they tend not to be good candidates even for sub-Chandrasekhar Type Ia supernovae. Table 1  illustrates the range of results we obtained. This selection effect, favoring X-ray detection of systems with high-mass white dwarfs, becomes more pronounced as the distance to the host galaxy and/or absorption increases.
The Role of Mass Ejection
Deep images of the most distant galaxies in which sources can be detected and resolved by X-ray satellites would therefore seem to provide potentially promising ways to identify possible progenitors. This is especially true if the Chandrasekhar-mass models are correct.
Observations
of Supersoft Nebulae The radiation emitted by SSSs is highly ionizing.
If the sources are housed in an ISM with a local number density, n, of more than ,_ 1 -2 cm -3, they may be expected to exhibit an ionization nebula with high enough surface brightness to be detected, and with distinctive properties (Rappaport, Chiang, Kallman, and Malina 1995; Chiang 1996) , ' , , I , , , , I , , , , I , makingadvances in the studyof the binaryevolution of systems in whicha moremassive andpossibly quiteevolved stardonates mass to a whitedwarf companion. It seems possible that recentandongoing workmayhelp us to determine thefractionof candidate systems that cansurviveasviablebinaries in whichthe whitedwarfaccretes significant mass. Eventhe binaries that do experience common envelopes areinteresting, anddetermining the ratesof all possible outcomes is therefore important. Whatever theoutcome of theratecalculations, theabilityto evolve individualsystems allowsus to compute some features of the post-explosion system relatedto the total amount of mass ejected or to the stateof ionization. Such calculations mayhelpus to constrain the SSSmodels for TypeIa supernova progenitors. Further, X-rayandnebular observations ofgalaxies mayeventually provide complementary constraints ontheprogenitor models.
In summary, thestatusofSSSs asprogenitors ofTypeIa supernovae is still uncertain. Butthereareclear linesofinvestigation thatshouldhelpustonarrow theuncertainties.
